DATA
CENTER
SMART
ANALYSIS
As today’s datacenters incorporate physical,
virtual and cloud-based elements, obtaining
visibility and insight across your complex
and distributed infrastructure is increasingly
challenging. Specialization is a natural
outcome of this environment, with technical
administrators developing expertise in one
specific area: server blades, LAN or SAN.
When down-time does occur in your missioncritical applications, identifying which element
is the root cause is oftentimes extremely
difficult and time-consuming, causing outage
time to increase, costs to rise, and negative
visibility within your organization to be
elevated. Even when the cause is ultimately
identified, it is complicated to understand what
the correct solution is.
MagicFlex will upgrade your datacenter’s ability
to analyze, isolate and solve physical and
logical problems, both in terms of preventative
maintenance before an issue in the network
causes an outage, as well as during a loss of
service, to more quickly identify the cause and
recommend the correct solution. MagicFlex
complements and enhances the functionality
of HPE Virtual Connect environments, adding
analytical capabilities and visibility of critical
interconnected multi-vendor components in
the LAN, SAN and Blade Server infrastructures.
HPE has recognized the value of MagicFlex
by including this product in the exclusive
OneView Infrastructure Partner Program.
MagicFlex is the ultimate integration
complement to OneView and Virtual Connect,
providing the analysis you need to keep your
datacenter running smoothly.

MAGICFLEX ENHANCES
DATA CENTER ANALYSIS
AND PERFORMANCE
Diagnoses, analyzes and
provides recommendations
throughout your data
center including design
and configuration, ongoing
maintenance, troubleshooting
and backup.

Significantly reduces system
downtime by identifying issues
early and pinpointing the source
of the problem.

Customized recommendations
greatly enhance your ability
to design and configure your
systems.

Highlights performance data
that can improve server-toserver traffic efficiency.

Port alerts enable proactive
steps to prevent small issues
from becoming full-blown
disasters.

Saves device configuration
history to allow enhanced
troubleshooting when events
occur.

TOP UPLINK &
SERVER PORTS

Investigates performance points of interest by
identifying the busiest server and uplink ports
throughout the data center environment.

PERFORMANCE
MONITORING

Provides history, trends, and statistics of data
center port performance, both Ethernet and Fibre
Channel, from backbone switch ports to enclosure
server v-ports

PORT ALERTS

Monitors all ports in your data center. Rapidly
identifies trouble spots before they evolve into
service downtime.

PROACTIVE CONFIGURATION
ANALYSIS CAN DETECT:
- Potential duplication of MAC/WWN/Serial Numbers
- Network redundancy misconfigurations
- Suspicious Port Behavior
- Device configuration change history
- Version incompatibility between connected components
- And more…

ABOUT
MAGICFLEX
MagicFlex is an innovative software vendor,
introducing unique insight and analysis into
datacenter and cloud environments.
The company’s distinctive product integrates
advanced troubleshooting, preventive
analysis and actionable recommendations.
MagicFlex simplifies identification of
performance issues and significantly
reduces the time required to troubleshoot
situations within HPE Virtual Connect,
reducing downtime and enhancing system
performance.
MagicFlex aims to become the global leader
of converged infrastructure analysis.
MagicFlex datacenter customers include
government, defense and law enforcement
agencies, large financial institutions, and
healthcare and communications enterprises.

More information about MagicFlex is available at:
www.magicflexsoftware.com
Phone:
US: 1-408-770-5965
UK: +44-203 6085242
Headquarters: +972-3-5257163
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